Connecting people  
with organizations they love.

Talentry Stories

EMPLOYEE ADVOCACY FOR YOUR RECRUITING
USING YOUR EMPLOYER BRAND AS
A RECRUITMENT SUCCESS FACTOR

Today, as employers compete for the right talent, the
attractiveness of their brand plays a more central role
than ever before. Companies are faced with:

important brand ambassadors: Your own employees.
Using our Talentry Stories module, we offer an
Employee Advocacy platform where you can:

• Establishing an attractive and authentic
employer brand.

• create an authentic and far-reaching
employer brand.

• Differentiating themselves from competitors
in the race for new talent.

• communicate this differentiated brand to
potential candidates.

• Engaging in an ongoing open and active
dialogue with potential recruits.

• directly support your existing recruitment efforts.

Establishing your company’s voice in a highly
competitive market is essential when the top talent
receives job offers every day.
Talentry Stories helps you to create your unique
employer brand. We do so by making use of your most
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HOW TALENTRY STORIES WORK
Using Talentry Stories, your employees become brand
ambassadors by sharing readily-prepared content
(such as press releases, blog articles, brochures or
studies) across their social networks.

By including a link from the shared content to suitable
job offers, which candidates can then apply for
directly, you gain access to new talent pools and better
support your recruitment efforts.
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Upload content simply and easily
to Talentry Stories
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On the Talentry Stories platform, your employees
have access to a range of company content...
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... and in just a few clicks, employees can share
this material with their own social networks
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Analytics on the reach and effectiveness of your
content give you targeted control over what works best

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make content easily available to employees
Link relevant content with suitable jobs
Integrate your recruitment message across all social networks – including WhatsApp
Our gamification function motivates your employees to participate
Brand the platform in your corporate design
Multi-client capability for group-wide use
Maximum data security and hosting in Germany
Availability in numerous languages for international roll-out
Analytics to track the reach and use of your content
Availability as an Android and iOS app
Easily used as an additional module to Talentry Jobs

Employee Advocacy with Talentry Stories:
Authentic. Far-reaching. Measurable.
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